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Imagine Learning 
1. Overview: Imagine Learning is a language and literacy software program that works to close the 

achievement gap at an accelerated rate by automatically creating a unique curriculum for each 
student based on his or her needs. Through Imagine Learning, students receive systematic and 
explicit instruction in the five key areas of literacy as outlined by the National Reading Panel: 
phonics, phonemic awareness, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. In addition to 
instruction in these five areas, Imagine Learning also provides English language instruction, 
building skills in listening and speaking. Students also gain test-taking skills through regular use 
of the program. The program’s high-quality art, music, videos, and motivation elements make it 
highly engaging and effective for all students. 

2. Link to learn more about Imagine Learning: http://www.imaginelearning.com/company/us/ut 

3. Technology specifications: 
http://support.imaginelearning.com/Content/Topics/systemRequirements/systemRequirement
s.htm 

4. 2017-18 Fidelity: 45 minutes a week for 1st grade to 3rd grade, and 40 minutes a week for 
kindergarten. Students should use the program for at least 18 weeks.  

 

Lexia Reading 
1. Overview: Lexia Reading® Core5® is a research-proven, blended learning program that 

accelerates the provides explicit, systematic instruction through personalized learning paths. 
Core5 adapts to target skill gaps as they emerge and equips teachers with the data and 
instructional resources they need to personalize instruction for every student. Embedded 
assessment provides ongoing, actionable data to help teachers prioritize and plan offline 
instruction. The online student dashboard encourages students to take ownership of their 
learning, for an experience that’s motivating and engaging for students and teachers alike. 

2. Link to learn more about Lexia Reading: www.lexialearning.com/Utah  
3. Technology specifications: http://www.lexialearning.com/files/support/C5SysReq.pdf 

and http://www.lexialearning.com/files/Core5Tech.pd 
4. 2017-18 Fidelity: 
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Pearson SuccessMaker 
1. Overview: SuccessMaker is an adaptive and prescriptive scheduling program delivering both 

reading and math curriculum. Stealth formative assessments adjust instruction with every click, 

swipe, and student response. Individual learner paths guide the student to targeted performance 

goals. Prescriptive scheduling tells you when students will reach key milestones, and dynamic 

reporting provides data to intervene when it matters most. 

2. A link to learn more about 

SuccessMaker: http://www.pearsonschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS2qJ3&acornRdt=1&acornRef

=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Epearsonschool%2Ecom%3A80%2FSuccessMaker  

3. Technology specifications: https://goo.gl/J2Tftq  

4. 2017-18 Fidelity Measures: 45 minutes a week for minimum of 15 weeks.  
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